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Qg^PTER ONE

IntrDduction and Rsview of Literature

Osmond (1957) has defined Socicpetality as that spatial

quality that encourages, fosters and even forces the

development of stable interpersonal relationships and

Sociofugality as that spatial quality that prevents or

discourages the formation of stable human interaction.

Several aspects of spatial quality including room

proportions, seating arrangements and furniture density

contribute to socicpetality and sociofugality.

Ortiz Gonzalez (1983) has measured the socicpetality of

a space by developing a socicpetality score consisting of

width to length proportion of the room, furniture

arrangement within a seating cluster, and furniture density

in the room. However, there is little research on additional

factors such as other physical and social environmental

characteristics v*iidh also mi(^t contribute to the

sociopetalitY or sociofugality of a space.

Purpose of the Study

Ihe purposes of this study were (a) to refine the

measurements of sociopetal and sociofugal characteristics of

a space by e>5)loring the role of additional qualities of the

physical and social environments in determining



sociopetality, and (b) to stucfy the inpact of the selected

environmental attributes on the social behavior of the users

of the lounge spaces vised for study and social interaction

in the canpus buildings. The study saitpled both stucfy spaces

designated for that purpose and spaces designated primarily

for social interaction or non-study purposes. In other

words, the study was conducted in spaces vAiich have been

designated to discourage social interaction disrv^Jtive to

studying and in spaces viiich have not.

Background

As mentioned earlier, Osmond (1957) has defined

sociopetality as that spatial quality that encourages,

fosters and even forces the develcpment of stable

interpersonal relationships and sociofugality of spaces

prevents or discourages the formation of stable human

interaction. Previous research has identified some physical

and social characteristics of an environment that influence

the social behavior of the users of that environment. The

following literature review suggests that in addition to

room proportions, furniture arrangement and furniture

density, there are other factors v*iich mi^t facilitate or

discourage the social interaction of the users within an

environment.



Rpcm proportions

Several studies suggest that the room proportions are

highly related to the social behavior of the users. Osmond

(1957) has pointed out that v*ien width to length ratio of an

indoor environment (e.g. corridors) is about 1 to 5 (0.20),

the space should be considered sociofugal in nature.

Similarly, using observational techniques during a two week

period in a mental hospital, Soramer and Gilliland (1962)

found that over 40% of the friendless residents isolated

themselves in corridors, vtiich were sociofugal by Osmond's

definition of width to length ratio.
.^

Ortiz Gonzalez (1983) has found that a high

sociopetality score coitprised of space proportions,

furniture arrangement and furniture density is strongly

related to a high score in social behavior. However, he

concludes that the correlation of space proportions (width

to length ratio) with the social behavior was not

significant. It should be noted that he did not consider the

height of the space in the space proportions.

Furniture Arranqanant

Research suggests that back-to-back and

shoialder-to-shoulder seating arrangements discourage the

formation of human interaction and thus are sociofugal,

Vv^ereas arrangements of seating in small groupings tend to



provide opportunity for comfortable interpersonal

relationships and thus are sociqpetal. caDserving an airport

lounge, Jacdbson (1974) discxjvered that parallel seating so

often found in public waiting spaces did not allow for

either comfortable conversation or adequate levels of

privacy. Similarly, Hall (1966) has argued that the

back-to-back seating arrangement is an appropriate solution

to minimize space because it is possible for two people to

stay vminvolved if that is their desire. Sommer and Dewar

(1963) , lising observational techniques in a psychiatric

ho^ital, noted that visitors volxmtarily re-arranged

chairs, originally placed in strai^it rows (shoulder to

shoulder) against the walls, into small grotps of chairs

that facilitated more ccenfortable conversation.

Fumitxjre Density

Ortiz Gonzalez (1983) found that among the three

variables conprising his sociqpetality score, the furniture

density showed the strongest relationship to social

behavior. He defined furniture density as a ratio relating

the number of chairs per square foot for each groining of

seating.

Prax±mity

Hall (1966) coined the term "proxemics" to define the



human's use of distance in social interaction. Ihis concept,

derived from "proximity", identifies adequate interpersonal

distances for social interaction. He has identified four

types of distances, namely, intimate distanoR (0 -1.5 feet)

;

personal di fiance (1.5 - 4 feet) ; social distannp (4-12

feet) and public dif=;tanoei (>12 feet) , v4iich are suitable for

specific behaviors. The type of social behaviors anticipated

in the spaces studied v;ere es^jected to take place primarily

within personal distance, and social distance (between one

and a half feet and twelve feet)

.

Sornmer and Ross (1958) found an increase in social

interaction among patients in a psychiatric ward by sirtply

changing the placement of four chairs around small tables

rather than around the perimeter of the room. This stuc^

suggests that distance between furniture, and possibly the

provision of a prop such as a table, may be an irrportant

factor in the socicpetality or sociofugality of a space. It

should be noted that the above arrangement also increased

the furniture density of the cluster, viiidh suggests that

furniture density and proximity may be hi^ily related in

everyday settings, and may represent two measurements of one

environmental dimension of sociqpetality or sociofugality.

Ihe above studies suggest that the room proportions,

seating arrangement, proximity and the furniture density are

among the spatial qualities vfcLch are strongly related to



the socicjpetalil^ or sociofugalilY of a space, with

furniture density having the strongest relationship (Ortiz

Gonzalez, 1983) and thus may influence the social behavior

of the users in that particular space. However, these

studies have not included some other physical and social

characteristics of the environment vftiich mi^t have

influenced social behavior. The above studies also have not

differentiated spatial qualities measured for the seating

arrangement (hereafter called a cluster) as against the

room. For exaitple, three seating groups with different

furniture arrangement, density and proximity mi^t occur in

the same room. Variables in the studies reviewed were

measured at either one or the other of the levels. A review

of additional research indicates that social density and

ambient environment may be additional factors vJiich mi^t

influence the social behavior of the users in that

particular environment.

Social Density

Ciialsa Ldo (1970) has distinguished between social

density, or the number of persons in a given area, and

^jatial density, or the available space in a particular

setting. Researchers have investigated social density by

increasing the number of persons, while keeping the area of

the space constant, and spatial density by keeping the



number of persons constant vAiile reducing the area of the

space.

Spatial density may be related to the factors of

furniture density and rocm prcportions identified

previously. It was found that people's eye contact decreases

as spatial density increases (McCauley, Coleman and DeFusco,

1978; Newman and McCauley, 1977). Worchel and Teddlie (1976)

found that as spatial density increased, men tended to

perceive other members of a short term groi^) as more

friendly. Epstein and Karlin found that spatial density was

negatively related to interpersonal attraction in male

groups, but that increased density led to greater liking in

female groips. Thus gender may interact with spatial density

in facilitating social interaction.

Studies conducted in both laboratory and field settings

have consistently found that as social density increases,

people are inclined to withdraw socially from one another.

Studies also have shown that as density in an experimental

play setting increases, children tend to withdraw socially

and to interact less with one another. (Hott and Vaizey,

1966; Loo, 1972; McGrew, 1970). It also has been

demonstrated that students v*io live in more socially dense

environments are less talkative, less sociable and less

group-oriented than students \Aio live in less dense

settings. (Baum, Harpin and Valins, 1975; Baum and Valins,



1977; Valins and Baum, 1973).

Students living in the dormitories cxjuld be termed as

those living in socially dense environments. Iherefore

significant differences itii^t be ej^jected in the social

behaviors in the settings meant esozltjsively for dorm

residents and in the settings viiich allow all students.

Since the spaces to be studied in this research are ej^jected

to vary in both social and spatial density, one or both

types of density of space could contribute to the socicpetal

and sociofugal characteristics of the settings, and thus

encourage or discourage socially interactive behavior among

the college students.

Ambient Environment

Anbient eaTvircnment is defined by Holahan (1982) as the

environment that surrounds us in ai^ particular setting.

Ambient environment consists of noise, tenperature, li^it

and cdr. Althou^ previous studies suggest that change in

the terrperature above and below comfort levels does affect

the social behavior of the people, the teiiperatures within

the buildings studied were mechanically maintained at the

comfort level. Thus, no significant differences in the

temperatures within various spaces were ej^jected. Similarly,

all the buildings were mechanically ventilated and were not

ejqsected to have any significant difference in the air

8



circulation within the spaces. Iherefore li^it and noise

were the only aspects of the anibient environment vAiich were

evaluated as potential factors contributing to the

sociqpetality or sociofugality of spaces.

Noise

Noise is a perceived qualil^ of sourri and cannot be

measured directly by instruments. However, sound level,

viiich can be measured in decibels and provides an

approximation of a noise index most useful for future

assessments, was used as the factor potentially contributing

to the sociopetality or sociofugality of a space.

Hi^ levels of sound may discourage attention and thus

have an iirpact on studying and/or social behavior. According

to a study by Ward and Suedfeld (1973) , t^jed traffic noise

reduced students' classrocan participation and attention, and

more time was spent on group discussions. This could be

interpreted as reduced performance in intended individual

tasks and a tendency toward interactive behavior. Bronzaft

(1981) found that the reading scores of children on the

noisy side of the school were significantly lower than those

on the quieter side of the school. In another study, Cohen,

Evans, Krantz, Stokols and Kelly (1981) found that the

reading scores of third grade students in sound-insulated

classrooms were significantly hi^er than those in noisy



classrocans. Although the inpact of noise may be greater on

vulnerable populations such as children, and the spaces to

be studied are different from classrooms, similar findings

could be anticipated for similar activities.

It should be noted that although it was not the aim of

this study to measure performance, the variations in the

reading scores of the subjects of the above studies could be

attributed to the impact of noise on the study behavior and

may be related to the likelihood of engaging in verbal

interaction as against studying or reading. Brunetti (1972)

found that students in general report they are more

distracted by social conversations than by

schoolwork-related conversations. He also found that noise

is bothersome when classroom density is higher. This shows

that although one does not participate in social

interaction, interaction of others could affect the

performance and it could affect more when the density is

higher.

Noise also decreases attraction towards an anonymous

stranger, but increases attraction towards another person

who has been continually present in the aversive situation

(Kenrick and Johnson, 1979) . This finding indicates that

noise in a lounge space for studying might discourage

contacts soon after entering, but could encourage

interaction among users v*io were in the space for some time.

10



Miller (1971) states that sound levels of the

background noise inust be below 50 decibels (dA) if speech

cornmunication is to be nearly normal. He also states that in

one-to-one personal conversations the distance from talker

to listener is usually of the order of 5 feet and nearly

normal speech ccsnmunication can proceed in noise levels as

hi^ as 66 decibels, vAiereas for groi^) conversations for

v^ch the distances of 5-12 feet are common, the background

noise should be less than 50-60 decibels. Noise, for the

purpose of this study is defined as the sound level above 60

decibels.

Lic^it

According to Flynn, Spencer, Martyniak and Hendrick

(1973) , the quality and quantity of li^t available in any

setting has a strong effect on human emotions,

communications and behavior. A study conducted by Butler and

Biner (1987) , suggests that the lifting preferences for a

particular behavior are similar across different settings in

vAiich that behavior takes place. Therefore it could be said

that the lifting preferences for learning related behaviors

such as studying are similar across different settings. It

also suggests that the lifting preferences for socially

interactive behavior are simileir across different settings,

and difference in lifting levels could contribute to

11



differences in the anojnt of social interaction. In another

study by Butler and Biner (1987) , there was significant

differences in the amount of studying and reading behaviors

judged at seven different settings viiich had different

lifting levels. This finding also may be attributed to the

different levels of lifting and can be ajplied to the

intended stucfy vMch also would deal with different

settings.

Focus of Rasearch.

In view of the issues identified throu^ the review of

background literature, this stucty addressed the following

issues:

(1) Are there significant differences in the sociopetal

or sociofugal design characteristics between the

public spaces designated for socially

interactive activities (e.g. ; lounges, meeting

areas, etc.) and public spaces designated for

socially non-interactive activities (e.g. ; study

spaces)

.

(2) Are there significant differences in the amount of

verbal interaction between spaces

(a) that are designated for socially interactive

activities and that are not designated for

socially interactive activities.

12



(b) that are sociopetal and sociofugal according to

the criteria developed in this study.

(3) VJhich of the physical and social characteristics of

the enviromnent assessed in the study best predicts

the amount of verbal interaction in a space?

(4) Are the selected physical characteristics of the

environment more predictive of the amount of verbal

interaction than the selected social

characteristics of that environment?

In order to address these issues, the following

physical characteristics of each space and their inter-

relationships were documented.

(1) Furniture arrangement within the seating cltister

and the room.

(2) Furniture density within the seating cluster and

the room.

(3) Three-dimensional proportions of the room and two-

dimensional proportions of the cluster.

(4) Quantity of li^t at each cluster.

(5) Lsvel of sound within the cluster.

In addition, the following social characteristics were

documented.

(1) Social density in the seating cluster and in the

room.

(2) Gender distribution of people sitting in the

13



cluster.
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Method

The following sections describe the settings that were

selected for the stunty, the sanple of users, variables that

were measured and the procedures errployed.

.qainple of Settings

Spaces in the non-academic canpus buildings vftoich are

used by students predominantly for studying and social

interaction were observed in this stucfy. The spaces were

categorized as (1) spaces designated as interactive and (2)

spaces designated as ixxi-interactive. Non-interactive spaces

for the purpose of this stu:^ were the spaces that were

designated stucty areas, and interactive spaces were the

spaces v*iich were not designated stucfy areas and were

intended for social activities such as inforral

conversations, entertainment or meetings, as well as

studying. Ihe sanple of spaces was selected to include two

categories: public spaces vdiich were available for all the

students in the canpus (free access spaces) and semi-public

spaces v*dch were available only to the students viio were

residents of dormitories and their guests (limited access

spaces)

.

The ^jaces 'SI' (Figure 1) and 'S2' (Figure 2) in the

15
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K-State Union were selected to ineet the criteria for free

access, interactive spaces. Beside being used for

entertainment programs, space 'SI' is regularly used for

studying by the students. It has a stuped floor, focusing

to a platform, adjacent to the north wall, vAiich is

surrounded on three sides by a lower level floor,

facilitating performance of entertainment programs. Ihe

north and east walls and part of the south wall are finished

with timber panels. The platform and the stepped floor are

carpeted with orange color. Ihe floor around the platform

has cream colored resilient tiles. The ceiling has the same

color with ejqxjsed timber joists vAiich are not painted. The

columns are painted dark brcwn with paintings and

photographs hanging oti them. Most of the south wall is

partitioned with canvas. The west wall is not plastered, and

is painted yellow. Windows on the west wall are curtained

with orange, brown, yellowish green stripes. Space 'S2' has

an off^viiite vinyl tiled floor and the walls are papered

with grey and viiite. The ceiling also is off->*iite in color.

Spaces 'S3' (Figure 3) and 'S4' (Figure 4), vftiich are

lobbies in the residence halls 'A' and 'B' respectively,

were selected as limited access interactive spaces. Space

'S3' has its walls not plastered and painted off-v*ute. The

columns are plastered and have the same color. The seating

cluster areas are carpeted with blue, brown and cream

16 :



Figure 1

Plan of Spaaa 'SI'
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Figure 2

Plan of ^£ioe 'S2'
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Figure 3

Plan of Spaaa 'S3'
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Figure 4

Plan of S^)aoe 'S4'
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colors, vMle the circulation areas have red tile flooring.

The ceiling is painted v*iite with brown spots. Space 'S4'

has a limestone finished wall and timber louvered partition

on the southeast side. On the southwest side it has a timber

panelled wcdl and a marble panelled wall. Ihe billiard table

area and the cluster on the west corner cire separated by a

louvered timber partition. The seating cluster on the east

comer is carpeted using a yellowish green color. Ihe other

walls are not plastered and are painted greenish yellow.

Space 'Nl' (Figure 5) in the K-State Union was the

sanple of the spaces designated as non-interactive with free

access. The space 'Nl' has materials and colors similar to

the space 'S2' with the exception of flooring. It has

blackish grey carpet on the floor. Finally, the spaces

designated as non-interactive with limited access were the

space 'N2' (Figure 6) , a study room in one food center, and

spaces 'N3' (Figure 7) and 'N4' (Figure 8), v*iich are study

rooms in the residence halls 'A' and 'B' respectively. In

space 'N2', except for the wall on soirt±ieast, the walls are

not plastered. All the walls are painted greenish yellow and

the floor has cream colored vinyl tiles. Ihe seating cluster

on the west comer is carpeted with dark and li(^t brown

squares. Paintings are hung on all the walls. Space 'N3' has

a plastered wall on southeast, v*iile the other walls are not

plastered.All walls are painted light blue. Ihe floor has

21



Figure 5

Plan of S^aoe Oa'
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Figure 6

Plan of Solace 'N2'
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Figure 7

Plan of Spax 'N3'
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Figuce 8

Plan of Spaoe 'N4'
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blackish blue carpeting and the ceiling is plastered and

painted white. Space 'N4' had similar colors and inaterials

with the plastered wall on its northeast side.

Sample of Users

The saiiple of users selected for the study were the

students \iho were found using the sairple of settings during

the observations.

Measurement of Fhysical and Social Characteristics of

Settings

The physical and social characteristics identified

previously as established or hypothesized characteristics

contributing to sociopetal space were selected as the

independent variables in the study. The operational

definitions and measurements of each physical and social

characteristics to be i:ised will be described in this

section.

Furniture Arrangeanent

Furniture arrangement is defined as the type of

arrangement of seating within a cluster. A Furniture

Arrangement Score (FAS) was developed and measured for each

cluster as well as the room. In addition to the ranking of

seating arrangements (R) developed by Ortiz Gonzalez (1983)
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shown in Figure 9, three other factors may influence the

interaction of persons in an arrangement. These additional

factors need to be considered in the furniture arrangement

score. The total score for the furniture arrangement was

calculated using scores on these four indicators vAiich are

described below with a worked exairple of furniture

arrangement score calculations for the seating cluster shown

in Figure 10.

Ocaaponent 1 of EAS: Ranking of Seating Arrancreinent

These scores based on the study of Ortiz Gonzalez

(1983) range from 1 to 7 as shown in Figure 9. A single

chair which does not provide the opportunity for verbal

interaction has been assigned a lowest rank point of 1.

The seating arrangement closed on all four sides and

provides the best opportunity for interaction of all

those seated in the cluster has been assigned the

highest rank point of 7. Based on Ortiz Gonzalez's

ranking method, the cluster A (Figure 10) will have 6

rank points.

OcBPpcaTent 2 of EftS: Barrier Factor (BF)

Physical barriers or props within a seating

arrangement could encourage or discourage the

interaction. Therefore it is necessary to develop a
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Figure 9

Raniks for Fumitxire Arrangements

veirying in Suitability far Social Interacticn

Clc»ssificaticn

System

Raiik

Points

4 sides closed. m
U ' u

One side open. 6

Front.
C>

5

L - shape.

Side-by-side.

Facing outside.

One chair.
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Figure 10

Seating Arrangement for the wsdosd ejCEmple

Seating cluster 'A'
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factor vAiidh is aided to or deducted from the ranking

of the arrangement, based on vAiether the barrier, such

as a study table or a planter could be a positive or

negative influence on social interaction. The value of

this index was either (+1) or (-1) . For exairple, in

seating arrangement A (Figure 10) , barrier factor

index would be +1, because the table mic^t facilitate

interaction.

Ocpponent 3 of F^Sz Proximitv Index fPT)

Frcan the studies reviewed, it was noted that

interpersonal distance or proximity influences the

verbal interaction between people. As the distances

between the seating will determine the interpersonal

distance, it is appropriate to develop a proximity

ixxiex to measure the proximity of individual seating.

The proximity index is the ratio of the mean social

distance to the mean of inter-chair distances within a

cluster. Mean social distance is the average of the

maximim (12 feet) and iriirmnum (4 feet) of the social

distance as defined by Hall (1966)

.

8 feet
PI =

mean inter-chair distance

For exairple. Proximity Index for seating
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arrangement A (Figure 10) will be calcaalated as

follows:

4 feet + 12 feet
Mean social distance = = 8 feet.

2

2 + 2 + 4

Mean inter-chair distance = = 2.67 feet.

3

8

Proximity index (PI) for cluster A = = 3.

2.67

Oomponent 4 of F7\S; Social Index fSI)

An index of potential social interaction (social

index) was developed for each cluster of arrangements,

in order to assess oppoirtunities for interaction. It

was based on an additive index for each chair or seat

within the social distance in a cluster. Thus the

additive index for a chair (or seat) is the number of

chairs (or seats) within social distance and the social

index is the ratio of the total of the additive index

in the cluster to the number of chairs (or seats)

within that cluster.

Total of additive index in the cluster
Social Index =

Number of chairs within the cluster

For example, in cluster A (Figure 10) , additive
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index for each chair is 2 and the nuniber of chairs

within the cluster is 3.

The total of additive index in the clxaster =2+2+2

= 6

2 + 2 + 2
Social Index (SI) of cluster A = = 2.

Final Cicpputatian of Furniture ArranqemsaTt Score fFftS)

Ihe final furniture arrangement score of a seating

cluster is the product of two factors consisting of the

above mentioned ccarponents. As described in the conponent 2

of furniture arrangement score, the barrier factor index

should be summed to the ranking score, thus forming one

factor of the furniture arrangement score.

Factor 1 of FAS = Rank + Barrier Factor

As the proximity index (PI) and social index (SI) are

based on the social distance of chairs or seats within a

clxister, they are summed to form the second factor of the

furniture arrangement score (FAS)

.

Factor 2 of FAS = Proximity Index + Social Index
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Since the increase in the factor 2 of the furniture

arrangement score would proportionately increase the

opportunity for the amount of interaction, factor 1 should

be maltiplied by the factor 2 for the fined conputation of

the furniture arrangement score (FAS)

.

Furniture Arrangement Score = Factor 1 x Factor 2

EAS = (R + BF) X (PI + SI)

For seating cluster A (Figure 10) , the final

conputation of furniture arrangement score is described

below. As shown earlier in the description of the ccitponents

of furniture arrangement score, cluster A had the following

component scores:

Ranking (R) of arrangement = 6

Barrier Factor Index (BF) = l

Proximity Index (PI) =2.67

Social Index (SI) = 2

Furniture arrangement score (FAS) = (R + BF)+ (PI + SI)

FAS = (2.67 + 2)X (6 + 1)

= 4.67 X 7 = 32.69

•Hie FAS for the room was the mean of the furniture

arrangement score of all clusters within that roan.
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Rimiture Density (ID)

As furruture density influences the interaction, it is

iitportant to measure the furniture density of both the

cluster and the room. Furniture density is the ratio

relating to the number of chairs per square foot and was

measured at both the cluster level as well as roan level.

Number of chairs
FD =

Area of space

Space Proportions

It was found that the space proportions also influence

the social interaction. To measure the extent to vdiich this

factor influences the social interaction, space prcportions

of the clioster and the room were developed. It consisted of

(1) width to length ratio and (2) hei^t to length ratio.

width tn TCTYfth Ratio (VILR)

The ratio of the width of the space (cluster or

room) to the length of the space.

Width of the space
WiR =

Length of the space

HeicgTt to Length Ratio CHLR)

Ihe ratio of the hei^t of the room to the length
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of the rocm.

Hei^t of the room
HIR =

Length of the roan

CXjantitv of Licflit

Ihe review of literature suggests that the lifting

levels contribute to the type of interactive behaviors in a

setting. Li(^ting levels other than the recommended range,

mi^t affect the social interactive behavior. The quantity

of light at each cliaster will be measured in footcandles.

Measurement above or below the recommended range of level

were scored as 1 and measurement within the range were

scored as 0. Lifting levels were recorded for each

observation. Recommended li(^tii>g levels for Icbby areas

ranges from 20 to 40 footcandles (Traister, 1982)

.

Lighting levels at different locations within a space

were found to vary. Lifting levels were measured by a

li(^tmeter at different locations within each space and the

mean of the readings within the space was considered as the

lifting level of that particular space.

Noise Level

Studies have found that the noise does influence the

amount of social interaction in a setting. Noise level is

the level of sound heard within the cliister. Noise was
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measured with a scundmeter in decibels and measurement above

60 decibels level was scored as 1 and below that level was

recorded a score of 0. Noise level was recorded for each

observation. Noise level in a space and in the cliisters

within that space were considered to be the same.

Social Density fSD)

Social density is the number of persons per square feet

of space and was measured both at the cluster level and the

room level for each observation.

Gender Distributicn

Gender distribution is a ratio of the number of males

or fertales to the toted number of persons and was measured

both at the cluster level and room level and recorded for

each observation.

# of males
(1) M =

(2) F =

# of persons

# of females

# of persons

Tvce of Beharviors

Behaviors were recorded by vising the behavioral mapping

technique. Random observations of ten minutes' duration were
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made during every two-hour time periods, beginning from 8:00

A.M. to 10:00 P.M. on Tuesday, Wednesday, dursday during

the week as more students were ej^sected to use the spaces

during the mid of the week. Week-end observations were made

on Saturdays. Data collection lasted for six weeks beginning

in early fall throu^ mid-fall. By making observations on

both working days and week-ends, behaviors at the most

crowded situation as well as the sparse situation were

recorded.

All the behaviors observed in each of the spaces were

categorized into four types. Interaction for the purpose of

this study was defined as any activity vAiidh involves two or

more persons with verbal ccnniunication.

The four types of behaviors were:

(1) Interactive behavior by male users.

(2) Interactive behavior by female users.

(3) Non-interactive behavior by male users.

(4) Non-interactive behavior by female lasers.

For each observations, the number of people involved in

each type of behavior were recorded and considered as the

frequency of behaviors. A Verbal Behavior Score (VBS) was

developed, v*iich was the proportion of the frequency of

verbal interactive behavior to the frequency of all
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behaviors and was considered as the d^)endent variable.

No. of verbal interactive behaviors
VBS =

Total No. of behaviors

Ihe veiijal behavior score was recorded for both men and

woanen and also for all the vjsers.
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QPyPESt THREE

Rasults and nigraigg-inn

This chapter provides a summary of the data, a

description of the settings and the observations and the

results of the analyses addressing the issues raised

earlier. First, the design characteristics of the spaces

designated for interaction were cortpared with those of the

spaces not designated for interaction. Second, the amount of

verbal interaction taking place in these different type of

spaces also was corrpared. Third, inultiple regression

analyses were conducted to determine the factors in the

physical and social environment v^ch predicted the amount

of verbal interaction and vAiidh characteristics were most

predictive.

Type of Bdiaviors.

Ihis section provides a brief description of the

behaviors c±)served in the spaces. Figures 11 throui^ 18

display the cumulative behavioral maps of the spaces

observed, summarizing all the ten-minute observations in

each space. As mentioned earlier, verbal and non-verbal

behaviors of male and female users were coded.

It can be noted that in space 'SI' (Figure 11) , most of

the times the users were not sitting in groups for
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Figure 11

Typical Rimiture laycut and Cunulative Beiiavicoral ttap of

20 ten-minute ObservaticBTs in Space 'SI'

Male Verbal

^ Female Verbal

/^ Male Non-verbal

Female Nai-verbal

^\K/

Scale: 3" = 64 '-0"
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Figure 12

oypical Ftimiture Laycut and Qanulative B*aRdaral Ifep of

20 ten-mimte Gbservatdjcns in S^iacse 'S2'
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Figure 13

Typical F\imitxire layout and Qimilative Beiiavioral Map of

20 tjai-minute Observations in ^ace 'S3'
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Figure 14

Typical FUmiturB La^yout and Cunulative Bdiavlaral M^ of

21 ten-niraite dsservaticns in Space 'S4'
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Figure 15

Typical Furniture Layout and CUnulative Behavioral Map of

20 ten-ininLrte Ciaservaticns in ^)ace 'Nl'
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Figure 16

Typical Furniture layout and CUnulative Bdiavioral M^ of

20 ten-minute Cbservaticns in Spaaa 'N2'
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Figure 17

Typical Furniture layout and Qanulative Behavioral Vap of

16 teanninute CXaservations in Space 'N3'
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Figure 18

T^ical Furniture layout cmd CUnulative Bdiaviorcil Ifep of

17 tcn-^niiute Observations in Spaas 'N4'

Scale: 3" = 16'-0"

Jk Male Verbal

^ Female Verbal

/X Male Non-verbal

Female Non-verbal
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interaction, although the seating clusters were arranged to

accommodate four persons and facilitates interaction. The

fact that this space is being used as a study space despite

its designation as an interactive space may be attributed to

this finding. The brochure of the K-State Union states that

this space is used for entertainment purposes.

It can be noted in Figure 14 that most of the people in

space 'S4' tend to use the cluster without seating

arrangement and most of the verbal interactions observed '

also took place in that cluster. It is the area where the

billiards table has been placed and it seems that rather

than sitting in the lounge, the residents prefer to play.

This activity attracts the others also to watch the game

although they were not participating and as a result, the

seating areas were not used much. The other six spaces did

not have any significantly dominant behaviors in any

particular cluster.

Furniture Arrangement

Figures 19 through 26 display the summarized layout of

furniture arrangements observed in each space. The furniture

arrangements were unchanged for the observations in the

lounges of residence hall 'A' and residence hall 'B' (spaces

'N3' and 'N4' respectively) as can be seen Figures 25 and 26

respectively. Figure 24 shows that the furniture arrangement
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Figure 19

Sumnarized Rjmitune layout of Space 'SI'
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Figure 20

Summarized Fumitxire laycut of Spac3e 'S2'
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Figure 21

Sumnarized Furniture layout of Spaoe 'S3'
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Figure 22

Sumnarized Fumitxire Layout of Spaoe 'S4'
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Figure 23

Sunmarized Fumitxire Layout of Space 'Nl'

Scale: 1" = 12 '-0"
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Figure 24

Sumnarized Furniture Layout of Spaoe 'N2'
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Figure 25

Summarized Furniture layout of Space 'N3'

Scale: 3" = 16 '-0"
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Figure 26

Sunnarized Furniture layout of Space 'N4'
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of one seating cluster in space 'Nl' was consistently

rearranged while the arrangement of other seating clusters

remained unchanged except for one observation. In the

remaining five spaces almost every observation had different

arrangements of furniture.

Time of day

Data collection took place during randomly selected

two-hour time intervals from 8.00 a.m. until 10.00 p.m. on

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays over a period

of six weeks beginning from early part of the fall semester

through mid-fall. Figures 27 and 28 displays the

distribution of the mean number of people in the spaces per

observation during each two-hour time interval. It was found

that the use of study rooms in Residence Hall A' and

Residence Hall 'B' were very limited during this time-frame.

However, it was observed that the furniture in these rooms

were rearranged on different days, implying that the rooms

were used between 10.00 p.m. and 8.00 a.m. In order to

increase the number of observations during the use of these

spaces, the observation period was extended until midnight

for the spaces in the residence halls. It also was notable

that more people were using the spaces during evening hours.

Although the study rooms in the residence hall 'A'

(space 'N3') and residence hall 'B' (space 'N4') were in
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Figure 27

Distributicn of Mean of the Number of People

per Observation over the Time Interval in Interactive Spaces
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Figure 28

DistributicMi of Mean of the Nuniber of Pecple per

Ctaservaticai over the Time Interval in Non-interactive Spaces
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use during 16 observations and 17 observations respectively,

verbal interactions were c±)served only on two occasions in

each space. A total of 30 observations were made in these

two spaces. 25 observations were nade in space 'N2', 23

cjbservations each were made in spaces 'S3' and 'S4' and 20

observations each were made in spaces 'SI', 'S2' and 'Nl'

vdiidh were in the K-State Union. Only observations coirpleted

vdien the space was in use by at least one person were

considered for the purpose of analyses.

Day of week

Figures 29 and 30 display the distribution of the mean

of the number of people per observation over the days of

week in the interactive spaces and non-interactive spaces

respectively. Ihe number of pecple observed on Saturdays was

much less than other days in all the spaces. The increase

shown in Figure 29 for the space 'S2' on Saturdays was due

to one particular observation on v^iich extraordinarily

hi^er number of people were found in the space.

Gender DlstributiCTi

Figures 31 through 38 display the gender distribution

in each space during each observation. As Piall 'B' is a

residence hall for males, not a single female user was found

in its study room (space 'N4') during any observation vdiich
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Figure 29

Distributicn of Moan of the Number of People

per CXjservation over the Days of Week in Interac±ive Spac3es

Time interval
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TH - Thursday

SAT - Saturday
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Figure 30

Distributicn of Mean of the Nunber of Becple per

ObservatiOTi over the Days of Week in Non-interactive Spaces
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Figure 31

Gender Distribution in Spacse 'SI'
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Figure 32

Gender Distributian in Space *S2'
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Figure 33

Gender Distribtrtican in Space 'S3'
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Figure 34

Gender Distributicn in Spac3e 'S4'
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Figure 35

Gender Distriixition in Space 'Nl'
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Figure 36

Gender Distribaticfn in Spac3e 'N2'
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Figure 37

Gender Distributicn in Space 'N3'
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can be noted in Figure 38. Of the 21 observations made in

the lounge of this hall, female users were observed only on

four occasions. There was no significant dominant use by any

one gender group in the other spaces.

Noise

As mentioned in the previoias chapter, noise level was

considered to be the same for the space and the clusters

within that space during an observation. In both study rooms

('N3' and 'N4') in the residence halls, the noise generated

by the lights and the pipelines running at ceiling level,

were found to be at constant level and continuous. Noise

levels at other spaces were not so consistent. Table 1

displays the number of observations in which noise level

exceeded 50 decibels in each space. Spaces 'SI' and 'Nl'

have recorded a very low percentage of noise, Vi^ile spaces

'S3', 'S4', 'N3' and 'N4' have recorded a very high

percentage of noise.

Lictfitinq

Table 2 displays the number of observations in vAiich

lighting levels were above or below the recommended range of

levels with the percentage of observations in parentheses.

Spaces 'S2', 'N2' and'N3' have recorded a very high

percentage of excess lighting levels with 'N2' and 'N3'

71
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Table 1

Number of Ctoservations with Noise Lsvel above 50 Decibels

Space Number of Number of Percentage of
Observaticns Observations Observations

N Noise Level above Noise Level above
50 Decibels 50 Decibels

2 10

14 70

19 95

19 90.5

4 20

10 50

16 100

17 100

SI 20

S2 20

S3 20

S4 21

Nl 20

N2 20

N3 16

N4 17
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Table 2

PeixEaTtage of Cbservaticns with

Lighting Levels above 40 Footcandles and

belcw 20 Footcandles

Space Number of Peroentage of Percentage of
CSaservations Ctoservations above Ctservations below

N 40 Footcandles 20 Footcandles

SI 20 0%

S2 20 85%

S3 20 0% 85%

S4 20 10% 25%

•NX 20 0% 75%

N2 20 100% 0%

N3 16 100% 0%

m 17 47% 0%

>~
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always being above the recommended range of lifting levels.

Spaces 'S3' and 'Nl' have recorded a hi«^ percentage of

lower li(^ting levels than recommended.

CtetnparisOTi of Design Owrarrhf^T-istics between

Interactive Spaces and Non-interactive Spaces

Ihe first question addressed by this study was possible

significant differences in the sociopetal design

characteristics between interactive and non-interactive

spaces. The spaces 'SI' and 'S2' in the K-State Union and

spaces 'S3' and 'S4' in the residence halls were designated

as interactive spaces and space 'Nl' in the K-State Union

and spaces 'N2', 'N3' and 'N4' in the residence halls were

designated as non-interactive spaces. A series of t-tests

were used to test the statistical significance of

differences in four spatial qualities between the two types

of spaces; two indicators of spatial proportions, furniture

arrangement and furniture density.

While spatial proportions consisting of width to length

ratio (WIR) and hei(^t to length ratio (HLR) remained fixed

for each space, furniture arrangement score (FAS) and

furniture density (FD) varied for each observation in most

of the spaces with the exception of the spaces ('S3', 'S4'

and 'Nl') . These changes were attributed to the

rearrangement of the furniture by the users to facilitate
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interaction. In view of this variation, mean scores of

Furniture Arrangement and Furniture Density from the total

number of observations for each space were considered for

this analysis.

Table 3 displays the nuniber of observations (N) , mean

Furniture Arrangement Score (FAS) , mean Furniture Density

(FD) , Width to Length Ratio (WLR) and Hei^t to Length Ratio

(HLR) for each space. Standard deviations for the mean

scores are given in parentheses.

caomparison of Furniture Arrangenent Score TFAS)

The mean Furniture Arrangement Score of the spaces

designated for interaction was anticipated to be greater

than that of spaces not designated for interaction. However,

the t-test shows that there is no significant evidence to

support the hypothesis that the mean Furniture Arrangement

Score of spaces designated for interaction is greater than

the itean Furniture Arrangement Score of spaces not

designated for interaction. (t=0.061, the rejection region

was t>1.943 at p=0.05 with 6 degrees of freedom) . The

rejection region assures that the probability of rejecting

the null hypothesis v*iile it is true (type I error) is less

than 5%. However, the t-test does not provide any evidence

to reject the null hypothesis.

Thus the t-test indicates the spaces designated as
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table 3

Design Characteristics of

Interactive and NGr»-interactive places

Interactive Space N ms FD MR HLR

51 20 30.68 2.62 0.45 0.08
(1.48) (0.165)

52 20 26.17 0.99 0.13 0.04

S3

S4

20 30.68 2.62
(1.48) (0.165)

20 26.17 0.99
(3.03) (0.03)

20 29.99 1.816
(0) (0.043)

21 28.62 1.697

(0) (0.109)

0.71 0.16

0.86 0.22

Non-Interactive Space EftS FD WLR HLR

Nl 20 57.02 2.635 0.51 0.16
(1.56) (0.015)

N2 20 11.28 2.98 0.51 0.16
(3.45) (0.193)

N3 16 20.97 3.567 0.68 0.39
(8.13) (0.068)

N4 17 23.78 2.89 0.68 0.38
(5.75) (0.137)
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interactive were not significantly different in the

sociopetal arrangement of furniture from non-interactive

spaces. However, it should be noted that this analysis

enployed mean Furniture Arrangement Scores of the spaces and

the unusually high (more sociopetal) furniture eirrangeroent

score of space 'Nl', vdiich was designated as non-interactive

space, may have largely contributed to this result. Before

concluding that there was no significant difference in the

arrangement of furniture for sociopetality, an additional

t-test was performed for the furniture arrangement scores of

seating clusters.

Table 4 displays the number of seating clusters

observed, mean Furniture Arrangement Score (FAS) , mean

Furniture Density (FD) , mean Width to Length Ratio {VHR)

with the respective standard deviations in parentheses. The

maximum and minimim scores of these design characteristics

are also displayed on the table.

As the saitple of clusters observed was large, a z-test

was performed to test the statistical significance of the

difference between the Furniture Arrangement Scores of the

clusters in interactive and non-interactive spaces. The mean

Furniture Arrangement Score of the seating clusters in the

spaces designated for interaction was anticipated to be

greater than that of the clusters in the spaces not

designated for interaction. However, the z-test shows that
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TcQDle 4

Design Characteristics of

Seating Clusters in Interactive

and Ncn-interactive Spa^ses

N ifts ro mR

Mean Score for 687 30.10 7.29 0.83
Interactive Spaces (13.56) (2.19) (0.15)

Maximum Score for 78.24 12.5 1.0
Interactive Spaces

Minimum Score for 0.5
Interactive Spaces

Mean Score for Non- 196 33.05 5.85 0.80
interactive Spaces (25.47) (2.64) (0.22)

Maximum Score for Non-
interactive Spaces 77.6 13.33 1.000

Minimum Score for Non-
interactive Spaces 1.79 0.15
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there is no significant evidence to support the hypothesis

that the mean Furniture Arrangement Score of the clusters in

spaces designated for interaction is greater than the mean

Furniture Arrangement Score of the clusters in spaces not

designated for interaction. (z=-1.563 and the rejection

region was z>1.645 at p=0.05). ..',,,

Thus the z-test performed on the Furniture Arrangement

Score of the clusters support the earlier finding that the

spaces designated as interactive were not significantly

different in the arrangement of furniture to be sociopetal

from non-interactive spaces. However, it is interesting to

note that the mean Furniture Arrangement Score of

interactive spaces were found to be less than that of non-

interactive spaces, which is totally opposite of the

expectations. This finding could be attributed to the large

furniture arrangement scores of the space 'N'l, which is

designated as a non-interactive space and the seating

clusters in that space. It also should be mentioned that the

seating clusters in non-interactive spaces 'N3' and 'N4'

were rearranged by the users, perhaps to facilitate social

interaction. Ihe increase in Furniture Arrangement Scores in

these spaces resulted in the mean Furniture Arrangement

Score of non-interactive spaces being found to be greater

than that of interactive spaces.
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Ocppeodson of Furniture Density (FD)

It was anticipated that the mean furniture density of

spaces designated for interaction would be greater than that

of spaces not designated for interaction. The t-test shows

that there is no significant evidence to conclude that the

mean FD of spaces designated for interaction is greater than

the itiean FD of spaces not designated for interaction. (t=-

3.206 and the rejection region was t>1.943 at p=0.05 and 6

degrees of freedom) . Thus the spaces designated as

interactive, vMch should reflect a sociopetal level of

furniture density are not significantly different frcm non-

interactive spaces, vfeich should have had a lower level of

furniture density. -
' .

As in the case of Furniture Arrangement Score, the

difference in furniture density was tested at seating

cluster level before concluding that there is no significant

difference. A z-test was performed to test the significance

of difference between the mean Furniture Density of clusters

in spaces designated for interaction and the mean Furniture

Density of clusters in spaces not designated for '

interaction. It was anticipated that the mean Furniture

Density of clusters in interactive spaces will be greater

than the mean Furniture Density of non-interactive spaces.

The 2-test shows that there is significant evidence to

conclude that the mean Furniture Density of the clusters in
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interactive spaces is greater than the mean Furniture

Density of non-interactive spaces. (z=7.007 and the

rejection region was z>1.645 at pe=0.05)

.

Thus it can be concluded that the furniture density of

seating clusters in spaces designated as interactive is

significantly different and more sociopetal than clusters in

non-interactive spaces. It also can be concluded that this

difference is significant only at the level of seating

clijsters.

Oonparison of Width to Lencrth Ratio fV?LR)

It was anticipated that the mean width to length ratio

of interactive spaces would be greater than that of non-

interactive spaces. The t-test in this case shows that there

is no significant evidence to conclude that the mean Width

to Length Ratio of spaces designated for interaction is

greater than the mean Width to Length Ratio of spaces not

designated for interaction. {t=-0.328 and the rejection

region was t>1.943 at p=0.05 and 6 degrees of freedom) . Thus

the Width to Length Ratio in spaces designated as

interactive were not significantly different from non-

interactive spaces.

As in the previous cases, significance of difference

was tested for the Width to Length Ratios of seating

clusters. Since the saiiple was large, a z-test was performed
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to test the significance of difference between the Width to

Length Ratios of the seating cliosters in interactive spaces

and non-interactive spaces. It was anticipated that the mean

Width to Length Ratio of seating clusters in interactive

spaces would be greater than the mean Width to Length Ratio

of clusters in non-interactive spaces. The z-test shows that

there is no significant evidence to conclude that the mean

Width to Length Ratio of clxosters in spaces designated for

interaction is greater than the mean Width to Length Ratio

of clusters in spaces not designated for interaction.

(z=1.476 and the rejection region was z>1.645 at p=0.05).

1hi;is the Width to Length Ratio of seating clusters in spaces

designated as interactive were not significantly different

from seating cliisters in non-iirteractive spaces in terms of

socicpetality.

Oanparison of Height ir, Tpncrth Ratio CHLR)

It also was anticipated that the mean Hei^t to Length

Ratio of interactive spaces would be greater than that of

non-interactive spaces. The t-test shows that there is no

significant evidence to conclude that the mean Hei^t to

length Ratio of spaces designated for interaction is greater

than the mean Hei^t to Length Ratio of spaces not

designated for interaction. (t=-1.899 and the rejection

region was t>1.943 at p=0.05 and 6 degrees of freedom) . Ihus
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spaces designated for interaction were not significantly

different in the Hei^t to Length Ratio to be sociopetal

from non-interactive spaces. Since there was no difference

in the hei^t at the larger space level and the seating

clijster level, it was decided not necessary to test the

significance of difference in hei^t to length ratio between

interactive and non-interactive spaces at cluster level.

Sunmary of cacmparisons of Rivsical Design Characteristics

Ortiz Gonzalez (1983) found that furniture arrangement

score, furniture density and width to length ratio predict

the social interaction in spaces. He concluded that this

finding was more evident in small observational areas than

in larger settings. He also found that furniture density had

the strongest relationship with social interaction. Based on

his finding it was anticipated that the furniture

arrangement score, furniture density and width to length

ratio should be greater in spaces designated for interaction

than in spaces not designated for interaction both at larger

space level and seating cluster level. Althou^ the

furniture densil^ of interactive ^aaces at cluster level was

greater than the furniture density of non-interactive

spaces, none of the other variables were significantly more

indicative of sociopetal design in the interactive spaces.

Ihis suggests that these factors were not considered viien
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designating the spaces for their activities. It also could

be suggested that the findings for the Furniture Arrangement

Score and Furniture Density do not support the hypotheses

because of the rearrangement of furniture by the users,

perhaps to facilitate social interaction in non-interactive

spaces.

OoTparison of the Amount of Verbal Interaction in the

^Interactive^ Spaces and 'Non-interactive^ Spaces

The second question addressed by the study was possible

significant differences in the amount of verbal interaction

between spaces designated for interaction and spaces not

designated for interaction. IXie to variations in the amount

of verbal interactions during each observation, the mean

Total Verbal Behavior Score of each space was considered for

the analysis .

Svm of TVBS for all the observations
Mean TVBS =

# of observations

Table 5 displays the mean Total Vertal Behavior Scores

(mean TVBS) of both interactive spaces and non-interactive

spaces with the standard deviations indicated in

parenthesis.

Verbal interactions in the spaces not designated for
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Table 5

Ifean Total Verfaal Beharvd-or Scores (TVBS) of

'Interactive' and 'Nan-interac±ive' ^>aaes

Interactive Space Mean Total Verbal Behavior Score

'SI'

'S2'

'S3'

'S4'

0.125 (0.12)

0.454 (0.282)

0.61 (0.377)

0.712 (0.243)

Ncai-interactive Space Mean Total Verbal B^avior Score

'Nl'

'N2'

'N3'

'N4'

0.129 (0.252)

0.158 (0.317)

0.083 (0.228)

0.063 (0.183)
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interaction were observed only on few occasions, v*iich

resulted in the hi^ standard deviations of these scores, as

shown in parentheses in the table. From Table 5 it can be

noted that the mean Total Verbal Behavior Score of space

'SI' is more similar to those of non-interactive spaces.

Hiis finding mi^t be attributed to the space being used for

studying, v*iich is a non-interactive xase.

It was anticipated that the amount of verbal

interaction in the spaces designated for interaction would

be greater than the amount of verbal interaction in spaces

not designated for interaction. Ttie t-test shows that there

is significant evidence to conclude that the amount of

verbal interactions in spaces designated for interaction is

greater than the amount of verbal interactions in spaces not

designated for interaction. (t=2.82 and the rejection region

was t>2.47 at p=0.025 and 6 degrees of freedom) . To si;53port

this finding, since so few cases were available for

analysis, a non-parametric statistical test (Mann-Whitney

'U' test) also was performed. This test rejected the

hypothesis that both populations are identical (z=-1.88 and

the rejection regirai was z>0.01 or z<-0.01 at p=0.05),

indicating a significant difference between the two groups

of spaces.

The above test shows that more verbal interaction takes

place in spaces designated for interaction than in spaces
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not designated for interactions, althou^ the design

ciiaracteristics of these spaces do not fall into the

category of sociopetal spaces based on previous researcii.

Ihese findings suggest that in the case of canpus buildings,

official designation of spaces for activil^ types may exert

a greater influence on the activities taking place than the

design characteristics of the spaces. However, this has been

demonstrated only at the larger space level. Before maJcing

any conclusions the amount of verbal interactions also was

examined at the seating clioster level.

A 2-test was performed to test the statistical

significance of difference in the amount of verbal

interaction between seating clusters in interactive spaces

and clusters in non-interactive spaces. Table 6 displays the

mean Total Verbal Behavior Scores (mean TVBS) of seating

clxosters in both interactive and non-interactive spaces with

the standard deviations indicated in parenthesis.

It was anticipated that the amount of verbal

interaction in the spaces designated for interaction would

be greater than the amount of verbal interaction in spaces

not designated for interaction. Ihe z-test shows that there

is significant evidence to conclude that the amount of

verbal interactions in the seating cliisters in spaces

designated for interaction is greater than the amount of

verbal interactions in the clusters in spaces not designated
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Table 6

Moan Total Vertoal B^iaviar Socopes (TWBS) of

Clusters in 'Interactive' and 'Ncn-interactive' S^»oes

Space N Mean TVBS Max.TVBS Min.TVBS

Interactive Space 687 0.17

(0.369)

Non-interactive Space 196 0.083

(0.268)
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for interaction. (2=3.618 and the rejection region was

z>1.645 at p=0.05), indicating a significant difference

between the two groi^js of spaces.

Rivsical and Social Characteristics of Scaoes Predicting the

Amount of Verbal Interaction

A stepwise regression analysis was conducted to ej^ilore

the physical and social characteristics v*iich predict the

amount of verbal interaction taJdng place in all the spaces

under study. Ihe regression procedure was conducted for

three dependent variables the total amount of verbal

interaction, amount of verbal interaction by female users

and verbal interaction by male users. A total of 154

observations were taJcen and analysis were conducted using

the following physical and social environmental independent

variables, measured for each space (as against cluster)

;

Furniture Arrangement Score (FAS) , Furniture Density (FD)

,

Width to Length Ratio (wm) , Hei^t to Length Ratio (HLR) ,

Gender Distribution (Proportion) of Males (GEM) , Social

Density (SD) , Noise and Li(^ting Level. Gender distribution

was not incliided in the regression for interaction by female

visers and interaction by male users.

The results of the first regression analysis using

total verbal interaction, are displayed in Table 7. Ihe

following four characteristics predicted the total amount of
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Table 7

Stepwise Regression of Total Vertal Behavior Scxares (Space)

Variable Cbrrelation Beta Partial Model Pn±) > F
QDefficient R-Square R-Sq.

(r)

st^ 1

FD

St^ 2

wm

St^ 3

GCM

St^ 4

Noise

-0.55

0.17

0.01

0.3

-0.30 0.298 0.298 0.0001

0.63 0.13 0.43 0.0001

-0.17 0.023 0.45 0.0142

0.09 0.013 0.46 0.0617

Note:

Adjusted R-Square = 0.45

Total F value = 32.02, p = 0.0001

Total degrees of freedom = 153
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verbal interaction taking place in space: Furniture Density

(p=0.0001), Width to Length Ratio (p=0.0001). Gender

Distribution of Males (p=0.0142) and Noise (p=0.0617). The

variance accounted for by the model (R-square) was 0.4637

with an adjusted R-square of 0.4493.

The second regression analysis focused on the amount of

verbal interaction by female users. In this case only 14% of

the variance could be accounted for by the environmental

variables. The female interactions were predicted by

Furniture Density (p= 0.0001), Noise (p=0.0172) and Li^t

(p=0.1237) . The results of this analysis are displayed in

Table 8.

In the third analysis, the amount of verbal interaction

by male users were examined. An amount of variance similar

to the analysis for all users was predicted (45.5%) but in

this case by Furniture Density (p=0.0001) , Width to Length

Ratio (p=0.0001) and Light (p=0.0313). Table 9 displays the

results of the regression analysis of male verbal behavior

score (MVBS)

.

In all the three analyses above, Furniture Density

found to be the first variable entered in the regression

model. Althoui^ Ortiz Gonzalez (1983) found that Furniture

Density has the strongest relationship with the social

interaction, this study contradicts his findings. In

contrast to the positive relationship found by Ortiz
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Table 8

Stepidse Regression of Female Verbal Behavior Scxjres (Space)

Variable CSorrelation Beta Partial Model Prob > F
Coefficient R-Square H-Sq.

(r)

Step 1

FD -0.304 -0.063 0.093 0.093 0.0001

Step 2

Noise 0.209 0.080 0.04 0.13 0.0172

Step 3

Li^t -0.153 -0.03 0.01 0.14 0.1237

Note:

Adjusted R-Square =0.12

Total F value = 8.14, p = 0.0001

Total degrees of freedom = 153
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Table 9

Stepwise Regressicn of Male Verbal B^iavior Scores (Space)

Variable CDrrelation Beta Partial Madel Prt±) > F
Coefficient R-Square R-Sq.

(r)

Step 1

FD -0.49 -0.25 0.24 0.24 0.0001

Step 2

WIR 0.275 0.71 0.20 0.44 0.0001

Step 3

Li(^t -0.172 0.05 0.02 0.46 0.0313

Note:

Mjiasted R-Square = 0.44

Total F value = 41.84, p = 0.0001

Total degrees of freedom = 153
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Gonzalez, this stud/ shows a negative correlation between

the furniture density and the amount of verbal interactions,

despite the earlier findings that the furniture density and

the amount of verbal interactions are hi^er in interactive

spaces. Several reasons may be attributed to this

contradiction. First, the designation of spaces with hither

furniture density as non-interactive spaces could have

restricted the amount of verbal interactions taking place.

It should be noted that the regression analyses considered

the scores of furniture density and verbal interactions of

both interactive and non-interactive spaces in the model.

Second, according to earlier analyses, althou(^ there was

significant difference in the amount of verbal interactions

between interactive and non-interactive spaces, there was no

significant difference in the furniture density between both

type of spaces. In fact, at larger space level, the

furniture density of interactive spaces was found to be less

than that of non-interactive spaces. In order to consider

the itiplications of these contrasting data, similar

regression analyses were conducted for the scores of seating

clxjsters, which is discussed later in this chapter. In

addition, width to length ratio, a factor v*iich Ortiz

Gonzalez did not find as a predictor of verbal interaction,

was found in this study to be a predictor of verbal

interaction by the male users and by all visers. This
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finding, and pertiaps the contrasting directions of influence

for furniture density, may be attributed to the fact that

this study examined a broader range of spaces as against the

study of Ortiz Gonzalez, v^ich examined only the lounges in

dormitories.

More similarities can be found in the analyses of total

verbal interactions and male vertal interactions than in the

analyses of male verbal interaction and female interactions.

Both have an R-square value of nearly 46% and the first two

variables entered in both the models are the same, Furniture

Density and Width to Length Ratio. The regression of verbal

interaction by female users has an R-square value of only

14%. These analyses also suggest that the verbal interaction

of female users are not predicted to the same extent or by

exactly the same physical characteristics as in the case of

total verbal interaction and verbal interactions of male

users. Although both are predicted by furniture density and

light, the second strongest predictor variable is different.

It can be found that noise predicts verbal interaction of

females, but not the verbal interaction of males. Similarly,

width to length ratio predicts verbal interaction of males,

but does not predict for females.
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Riysical and Social Characteristics of seating clusters

predictincT the amount of veripal interaction

The next st^ in the analyses was to examine the same

regression model using predictors based on the clusters,

rather than spaces. Tables 10, 11 and 12 display the

regression analyses at the seating cluster levels of the

verbal interactions of all the users, verbal interactions of

females and verbal interactions of males respectively.

It is interesting to find that the same environmental

variables, Social Density, Furniture Density, Furniture

Arrangement Score and Noise predict the total amount of

verbal interactions, male verbal interactions and female

verbal interactions. The stepwise entry into the model also

was the same for the three types of verbal interaction

scores suggesting that these variables do predict the amount

of verbal interactions to some extent regardless of the

gender. Previous research also have found these variables to

predict the verbal interaction. However, it should be noted

that the verbal interactions at the cli:ister levels are not

predicted by exactly the same variables as in the spaces.

Furniture arrangement score and social density, \*iich did

not predict the amount of verbal interactions in the larger

spaces were found to be predicting the amount of verbal

interactions in the seating clusters. This is in accordance

with the finding of Ortiz Gonzalez, that furniture density,
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Table 10

Stepwise Regression of the Amount of Vertaal Interactions of

all the Dsers (TVBS) in the Seating Clusters

Variable Carrelaticn Beta fertial Model Prcb > F
CJoefficient R-Square R-Sq.

(r)

Step 1

SO

Step 2

ro

Step 3

FAS

Step 4

Noise

0.32

-0.12

0.09

0.21

0.099 0.1 0.1 0.0001

-0.054 0.05 0.15 0.0001

0.01 0.09 0.24 0.0001

0.15 0.04 0.28 0.0001

Note:

Adjusted R-Square =0.28

Total F value = 83.69, p = 0.0001

Total degrees of freedom = 882

N
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T&ble 11

Stepwise Regressicn of the Amcxint of Verbal Interactions of

Fesmle Users (PVBS) in the Seating Clvisters

Variable Correlation Beta Partial Model Prt±» > F
Coefficient R-Square R-Sq.

(r)

Step 1

SD 0.25 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.0001

Step 2

FAS 0.126 0.003 0.03 0.09 0.0001

St^ 3

ro -0.015 -0.02 0.05 0.14 0.0001

St^ 4

Noise 0.143 0.07 0.02 0.16 0.0001

Note:

Adjusted R-Square =0.15

Total F value = 42.07, p = 0.0001

Total degrees of freedom = 882
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Table 12

St^wise Regression of the Amount of Verbal Interacticns by

Males (MVBS) in the Seating dxjsters

Variable Oorrelation Beta Partial Madel Prcb > F
Coefficient R-Square R-Sq.

(r)

Step 1

SD 0.199 0.055 0.04 0.04 0.0001

Step 2

FD -0.178 -0.04 0.07 0.11 0.0001

Step 3

FAS 0.017 0.004 0.04 0.15 0.0001

Step 4

Noise 0.148 0.07 0.01 0.16 0.0002

Note:

Mjxisted R-Square = 0.15

Total F value = 41.98, p = 0.0001

Total degrees of freedom = 882
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social density and furniture arrangement score predict the

social behavior more at small observational level than at

larger space level, althou^ direction of furniture density

is still reversed.

But the variance accounted for by these models is much

less than the analyses for the larger space and contradicts

the findings of Ortiz Gonzalez that environraental variables

predict the amount of social interaction more at small

observational levels. This is particularly evident in the

case of total verbal interaction and male verbal

interaction, v^ich have R-square values of 27.6% and 16%

respectively as against the 46% at the larger space level.

It also should be noted that furniture density in this study

consistently has a negative relationship with the amount of

verbal interactions, vdiereas in the study by Ortiz Gonzalez,

it had a strong positive relationship with the social

behavior. This contradiction may be due to the fact that the

types of spaces examined in this study and Ortiz Gonzalez's

study were different. Ttie fact that some spaces examined in

this study had been designated as non-interactive, thus

restricting the possibility of more verbal interactions also

might have attributed towards this contradictory finding.

Another fact is that the study by Ortiz Gonzalez included

all the social behaviors in the study and the social

behavior score consisted of rankings of behavior developed
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in that study. In this study only the amcunt of verbal

interactions were examined.

Finally, forward stepwise regression analyses were

conducted to esqjlore the relationships of the strongest

predictors of verbal interactions at both space level and

cluster levels to the amount of verbal interactions at the

seating cluster level for all the users, males, and females.

Results of these analyses are displayed in Tables 13, 14 and

15.

Table 13, displaying the analysis for all \jsers,

indicates that social, room and cl\jster characteristics all

are irrportant predictors of social interaction. After social

density, vMch will vary during use, the most inportant

predictors were at the level of the room, and are readily

manipulated by designers. The cluster variables reflecting

furniture arrangement and density followed next, v*iile the

environmental stressors of li^t and noise were the last to

enter the analysis. Ihe analyses also showed that the amount

of verbal interactions by the males and all users are

predicted by the same characteristics. Clearly, furniture

density and width to length ratio of the larger space are

strong predictors of the amount of verbal interactions at

cluster level, especially for males. The variance accounted

for in these models is much greater for all users and for

males than the earlier models at the cluster level. Ihis
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1^blel3

StepidsB Regressicn of the Amount of Vealal Interac±iarB of

all the Users (TVBS) in the Seating Clusters predicted by

Variables at both Levels

Variable Camelation Beta Partial Itodel Ercb > F
coefficient R-Square R-Sq.

(r)

Step 1
SD (clustpr) 0.32

Step 2

FD (space) -0.27

Stpp 3

V!LR (!=pnce) -0.04

Step 4
FAS (cluster) 0.09

Step 5
FD (clustpr) -0.11

Stjpp 6
Li^t 0.07

St£p 7

0.06 0.104 0.104 0.0001

-0.23 0.056 0.16 0.0001

0.88 0.12 0.28 0.0001

0.006 0.04 0.32 0.0001

-0.03 0.02 0.34 0.0001

0.03 0.01 0.35 0.0038

0.04 0.002 0.352 0.1004

Note:

Adjusted R-Square =0.34

Total F value = 66.23, p = 0.0001

Total degrees of freedom = 881

- i
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Table 14

Stepwise Regression of the Amcunt of Verlaal Interacticais of

PesDale Dsers (FVBS) in the Seating Clusters predicted by

Variables at both Ifvels

Variable Correlation Beta Partial Model Prdb > F
coefficient R-Square R-Sq.

(r)

Step 1
SD (cluster) 0.25 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.0001

Step 2

FAS (cluster) 0.13 0.003 0.03 0.09 0.0001

Step 3

FD (cluster) -0.02 -0.02 0.05 0.14 0.0001

Step 4
Noise 0.14 0.07 0.02 0.16 0.0001

Note:

Adjusted R-Square =0.157

Total F value = 42.07, p = O.OOOl

Total degrees of freedom = 882
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Table 15

Stepddse Regressican of the Amount of Verbal Interactions of

Vale Ifeers (MVBS) in the Seating Clusters panedicted by

Variables at both lisvels

Variable Correlation Beta Partial McxJel Prvb > F
C3oefficient R-Square R-Sq.

(r)

Stpp 1
FD (space) -0.24 -0.25 0.06 0.06 0.0001

Sti=p 2

WLR (space) 0.07 0.99 0.10 0.16 0.0001

Stpp 3

SD (cluster) 0.2 0.06 0.1 0.26 0.0001

Stfip 4

FAS (cli;ister) 0.02 0.003 0.01 0.27 0.0001

Stjpp 5
Light 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.0001

StPf) 6
FD (Cluster) -0.18 -0.013 0.005 0.295 0.0042

Step 7
Noise 0.15 -0.05 0.005 0.30 0.0123

Note:

Adjusted R-Square = 0.297

Total F value =54.06, p = 0.0001

Total degrees of freedom =881
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inplies that the furniture density and width to length ratio

of the larger space are two inportant physical

characteristics in predicting the anraunt of verbal

interaction in the seating clusters within that space. The

regression of the verbal interaction for females (displayed

in Table 14) did not show any difference from the earlier

regression analysis at the cluster level, suggesting that

room characteristics are not inportant predictors for

women's interaction. However, it should be noted that the

furniture density has a negative relationship with the

amount of verbal interaction, contradicting previous

research. As mentioned earlier, the designation of spaces,
'

the broader range of the space types and the verbal

interactions in the cluster containing a billiard table,

v*iich does not have any seating, might have contributed to

these findings.
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CHAPTER POUR

Oonclusicais

The first issue addressed by this study was whether

there are any significant differences in the sociopetal

design characteristics between spaces designated for

interactive activities and spaces designated for non-

interactive activities both at larger space level and

seating cluster level. The characteristics examined were the

furniture arrangement score, furniture density, width to

length ratio and height to length ratio at the space level,

and the same characteristics, with the exception of the

height to length ratio, at the cluster level. At the space

level, the study did not find any significant differences in

these characteristics between interactive and non-

interactive spaces. At the cluster level, only furniture

density was found to be significantly higher in interactive

spaces than in non-interactive spaces. These findings inply

that either these sociopetal design characteristics were not

considered in the design of these spaces or the spaces are

not being vised for its designed purpose.

The second issue addressed was v^iether there are

significant differences in the amount of verbal interactions

between spaces designated for interactive activities and

spaces designated for non-interactive activities, at both
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the space level and cluster level. The amount of verbal

interactions in interactive spaces was found to be greater

than in non-interactive spaces both at space level and

cluster level. These findings show that more interactions .;
.•

are taking place in interactive spaces than in non-

interactive spaces, although there are no differences in

sociopetal design characteristics. Ihis result does not

inply that sociopetal characteristics have no role in the

amount of vertal interactions, but rather shows that the

official designation outweighs the design characteristics in

influencing the amount of verbal interaction.

The third issue addressed was to explore the

relationship between the physical and social environmental

variables and the amount of verbal interactions taking place

in spaces as well as clusters. The regression analyses

conducted indicated that at space level the amount of verbal

interactions by all users and by males are predicted by

environmental variables more than in the case of female

users. This similarity might be attributed to the fact that

63% of the users sanpled were males. However in the case of

clusters, the success of the prediction was similar. It was

noted that in contradiction to previous research findings,

furniture density consistently had a negative correlation

with the amount of verbal interactions. This might be due to

the designation of spaces restricting verbal interactions.
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It also might have been due to the different procedure for

the scaring of verbal behavior. Earlier research considered

the rankings of different behaviors, vAiereas this research

recorded the amount of verbal interactions. The final

regression analyses indicated that two physical

characteristics of the space, together with other

characteristics of the clusters, predict the amount of

verbal interactions in the clusters in that space. These

analyses indicate the most iirportant characteristics to be

considered in designing spaces for verbal interaction are:

width to length ratio and furniture density of the space,

furniture arrangement and furniture density of the clusters,

and optimum noise levels and lighting levels in the room.

These analyses, although contradicting some aspects of

earlier research, do indicate that the amount verbal

interactions is predicted by the physical and social

environmental characteristics. Althou(^ the variance

accounted for by the model for clusters is lower than the

one for spaces, the predictors in the cluster level are

consistent across different users and indicate that these

variables are more inportant at the cluster level than at

the space level. This study also suggests that in addition

to the type of furniture arrangement, the proximity and

social distance of the seating are inportant for sociopetal

arrangement of furniture.
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Sixyjestions for Future Research.

More research is necessary on the physical and social

environmental attributes of sociopetal design before iraking

any conclusions, especially in the areas v*iere findings

appear contradictory. Previous research found fumitiore

density to have a strong positive relationship with the

social behavior, but that study saitpled only one type of

space: dormitory lounges. This relationship could be

explored for sairie type of spaces using the techniques used

in this study to confirm or contradict previous findings.

The social behavior score ineasured in the study of Ortiz

Gonzalez (1983) was different from the score used in this

study. The present study could be repeated using the above

scoring technique to explore v^iether this different

nieasurement of behavior might have led to the contradiction.

Further research also should be conducted in lounge spaces

without specifically designating them for any particular i:ise

to find whether the designation of spaces play a major role

in the amount of verbal interactions. A more controlled

study could be conducted by having fixed furniture

arrangements and fixed furniture density. It also shoiild be

noted that this study did not include some other inportant

factors such as color and materials used in the space v^ich

also might influence the social interaction. Therefore in

addition to the contradictory findings of this study, future
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research should also focus on the impact of color and

materials of the space on the social interaction of users.

Design Oonsiderations.

It is inportant to note that despite the contradiction

with previous research in terms of furniture density, this

study has confirmed the findings of other previous research

that social density, width to length ratio of the room and

furniture arrangement of the cluster are inportant

characteristics vAiich are supportive of social interaction.

Ihis study also has found that optimum level of the sounds

of life and lighting are inportant for social interaction.

Based on these findings, the following design considerations

are being suggested for the designers of sociopetal spaces

and are graphically displayed as a generic space in Figure

39.

* Provide higher width to length ratio for the space.

* Arrange most of the seating in the space with all

or most of the sides closed.

* Avoid back to back seating and shoulder to shoulder

seating.
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Figure 39

C^Jtimum Design Conditions for a Generic Sociopetal Space

W
-h -* '

t

A & B - Seating Clusters with all sides closed

C & D - Seating Clusters with most of the sides closed

W/L = 1

Lighting Level > 40 Footcandles

Sound Level = 60 Decibels
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* Provide seating within eight feet of each other in a

cluster. In other wonds, the distance of any seating

from the center of the cluster should not be more

than four feet.

* Provide a prop such as a coffee table in the center

of the seating cluster.

* Provide a lighting level of at least 40 footcandles

for each cluster.

* Design to allow some of the sounds of everyday life

from outside to penetrate the space. In other worris,

do not provide a soundproof enclosure.

The above considerations are for the design of

sociopetal spaces used by both males and females. Ihe design

consideration suggested for the spaces used excliasively by

males are given below.

* Ihe first six considerations described above.

* Avoid allowing outside sounds above the level of 60

decibels.
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For spaces used exclusively by females, the following

design considerations are suggested.

* Arrange most of the seating in the space with all

or most of the sides closed.

* Avoid back to back seating and shoulder to shoulder

seating.

* Provide seating within eight feet of each other in a

cluster. In other words, the distance of any seating

from the center of the cluster should not be more

than four feet.

* Provide a prop such as a coffee table in the center

of the seating cluster.

* Design the space to allow some of the sounds of

everyday life to penetrate the space. In other words,

as in the case of all users, do not provide a

soundproof enclosure.

In conclusion, this study, v*iile providing a base for

future research, has strongly confirmed findings of previous
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research and has outlined some guidelines for the designers.

Consideration of these guidelines in the design of

sociopetal spaces such as lounges and lobbies will

enhance the success of these spaces by facilitating social

interaction.
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ABSTRACT

This t±iesis examines the relationship between the

environmental attributes of lounge and study spaces in

caitpus dormitory and Union buildings and verbal interaction

of the people in those spaces. It also examines the

differences in the sociopetal design characteristics and the

amount of verbal interaction between spaces designated as

intended for verbal interaction and those that are not.

Previoias research has identified inportant relationships

between some environmental attributes, especially room

proportion, furniture arrangement, and density, and social

behavior. However, these studies have not considered some

additional inportant physical and social environmental

attributes in predicting social behavior. In this study,

measurement of environmental attributes has been refined and

expanded. Eight social and physical environmental

characteristics (furniture arrangement, furniture density,

scx;ial density, gender distribution, width to length ratio,

height to length ratio, noise and lighting level) were

defined and measured for each space as well as for each

seating cluster. The verbal interaction of people in the

lounge or study spaces was recorded using a behavioral

mapping technique. Two categories of behaviors were observed

in this study: verbally interactive behavior and verbally



non-interactive behavior. Statistical analyses were

conducted to test the differences in sociopetal design

characteristics and in verbal interaction between spaces

designated as interactive and non-interactive. Analyses were

conducted using data for spaces and for seating clusters. No

significant differences in sociopetal characteristics were

found at the larger space level. However, significant

differences were found at the seating cluster level.

Significant differences in verbal interaction at both levels

were found. Regression analyses were conducted to explore

the relationship between environmental attributes and verbal

interaction at both space and cluster levels. A Significant

relationship between furniture density, width to length

ratio and gender of occupants and verbal interaction was

identified for all users at the room level. Predictors

differed v*ien interactions of men and women were analyzed

separately. At the cluster level, social density, furniture

density and arrangement predicted the verbal interaction of

males, females and all users, although the variance

explained was substantially lower than for rooms. Findings

regarding furniture density contradicted previous research.

Conclusions and irtplications of the findings are discussed

for theory, design practice and future research.


